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Our roving reporter recalls recent pairs events, new venues and ofÞce honours!

I sit alongside Jon Arthur and
Joe Carass in the DHP ofÞce
and regularly listen in on their
campaigns at Midlands premier
ÞsheryTunnel Barn Farm.
Coming from the icy north,
catching over 50lb in a match is
a bonus. However, I’ll regularly
see this pair disappointed with
weights in excess of 100lb!

I therefore decided to drop
on a Sunday open match there. I
was on Peg 5 on Extension and,
as if we hadn’t already spent
enough time together travelling
there,Tom Scholey was on the
next peg. I decided to drop Joe
a cheeky phone call before the
start and he put me right with
tactics.Although I caught Þshing
to the far bank, I was going
nowhere for the Þrst three
hours. However, I’d been feeding

BRAGGING RIGHTS
We’ve been waiting for a
particularly big day in the ofÞce
for quite some time now –The
DHP Cup!This is the annual Þshing
match,where the winner claims
bragging rights for a whole 12
months and,more importantly,
is relieved of the tea and coffee
round!

Tom won the event in 2011,
while Joe took the title in 2012,
so I wanted nothing more than
to get my name on this hallowed
piece of silverware.The match took
place at Leicestershire’s famous
The Glebe Fishery,with a dozen
anglers lining up on Lake One for
battle.Despite being a ‘fun’ event,
there was an extremely competitive
atmosphere, and as things got
under way the result was going to
be close! Everyone caught loads of
Þsh and I enjoyed a hectic six hours
wrestling angry carp from a short-
pole swim and down the margins.
I’d seen Joe andTom catching well
and thought that things were going
to be tight.Anxious at the weigh-in,
my four keepnets equated to a
surprising 289lb – almost doubling
my previous best match weight! Joe
pushed me close with 254lb,while
Tom settled for third with 214lb.
He did, however,manage 95lb of
skimmers so got the Man OfThe
Match award!All I can say boys is
get the kettle on!

TOP-KIT TUNNEL!

NEW-FOUND LOVE!
After enjoying several weeks of
commercial action, there’s two items
of tackle that I can’t go without
mentioning.The Þrst is some yellow
Twin-Core Hollow Elastic from
MAP. James Dent recommended
this stuff to me and I’ve been using
it for virtually all my small carp and
F1 Þshing since.You can hook a Þsh
and ship straight back without worry,
using a puller kit to seduce the Þsh
in no time. It’s very light but works
wonders!

Next are some small margin ß oats
made by Mick Wilkinson, known 
as Dinky Ds. I had one made up
for over a year before Þnally using
it. Now that same ß oat has caught
me over 800lb of Þsh in the last six
weeks, it’s still in one piece and still
going strong!
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PLEASING PAIRS!
One event I always enjoy Þshing at this time of year is
the Pairs Weekend at Little John Lakes.The lads here are
a great laugh and the Þ shing is fantastic.This year,Tom
Scholey and I Þ nished second. I managed two section
wins, including a welcome match win on the second day
with just over 100lb. Unfortunately,Tom drew a peg that
had blanked on the Þ rst day, but wangled us a result. He’s
not too bad really I suppose!

Winners GrahamWestwater (left) and Shaun
Butler (right) with Little John Lakes’ Steve BeardButler (right) with Little John Lakes Steve Beard.

the margins in a way rather
different from what I was used
to, literally with just my top kit
right in the edge.The Þnal hour
was a blur of F1s and I knew
that it was close betweenTom
and myself on the next peg.
When the scales arrived, he
dropped on 114lb, but thankfully
my 129lb was enough to take
the next peg £1! I even Þnished

second on the whole match!
I decided to pay another visit

a couple weeks later and yet
again enjoyed fantastic sport on
my top kit. I weighed 111lb but
never won a penny, whileTom
got his own back with a Þfth-
placed 139lb. It doesn’t count
as a victory over me, though,
because he was on a different
(and better) lake!
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